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where F (t) = d!
2




in Eq. 4 by virtue of
smallness of & [4]. Owing to smallness of & we can write the pressure near the surface as






















































































is the complete orthogonal set of eigenfunctions depending only on the coordinates of the undisturbed










for r = R
0














where m = l; l 1; :::; l




) = 0 cited above, we











(r) = 0 (9)




! 0 when r ! 0 and 	
m
(r) = A at r = R
0
where A is some constant which



















: Substituting  from Eq.7 into Eq.2 and using Eq.9 and c
m

























































































































These results can be extended easily to other cases. For example, when the interface have a form of a cylinder with


























of the cylinder. This vibrating cylindrical body can spontaneously distort in the axis z or with respect the azimuthal
perturbations.
We emphasize that Eq.12 coincides with Eq.(2.12) of Ref. [5] to describe the Faraday's instability [6] of the plane free




. Moreover, in contrast to the Faraday's instability when the vibrations are reduced to trivial renormalization
2
of the gravity, in this work we consider spherical or cylindrical oscillating interfaces when the vertical direction, axial
gravity, is not distinguished from other directions. Benjamin and Ursell [5] have constructed the stability diagram




using the analogy between Eq.12 and the Mathieu's





















determines the resonant vibration frequencies when the symmetric interface spontaneously deforms with respect to






n-th region of the instability for given q
m













< (1 + q
m
); i.e., the symmetry breaking is




































proportional to the kinematic viscosity  and C
m
is some constant of the order of unity [8]. The threshold vibration
amplitude, d = d
t














: This condition follows practically from results of Refs. [8] and is obtained in [9]. Using Eq.15, this















For parameters of water d
t
' 4m, i.e., the threshold vibration is a very small utter of the interface.
We propose that the results above may be used as a basis for a simple, without complexity, mechanism to trigger
the fanciful morphogenesis appearing in nature. The frequency of homogeneous interface vibrations self-selects the
space symmetry. If the interface oscillates with a characteristic frequency the germ symmetry will break when its
radius R
0
amounts to the quantity satised by Eq.15 or Eq.14 for n > 1. After the new symmetry appears the growth
rate increases with surface curvature as is usual for many of Stefan-like problems [10].
The mathematical results reported here will be applied in a forthcoming paper to explain the morphogesis of the
acetabularia, equinoderms and cell sion.
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